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Taking to Computers is genefally regatded as a sign
of maturity in a field of study, in much die same way
as e-rt-peimientation widi tobacco and alcohol is a sign
üiat one's childien are growing up. The analogy, if a

trifle sour, has at least die merit of reminding us tiat
tiiere are inherent dangen in both developments,even
though Computers are not yet requiied to cany watning
notices.

P.M.A. Bouike, 1970



SUMMARY

Since theiremergence in the 1960's, Computershave played a major role in the de-

velopmentof epidemiology. The increasing power and availabilityof microcomputers
make them an ideal tool for the epidemiologist. However, the Software -production in
this area has lagged far behind die hardwaredevelopments. This woik piesents four
applications of microcomputersto the main domains of epidemiology: data manage-
mentand rcpresentation, theoietical studies, education and forecasting.

"Geobase"is a simple geographicalinformationSystemallowing management, dis-

play and preliminary analysis of spatially distributed data. It handles two kinds of
data: maps and facts, wheie maps data describe the basis on which die facts data are

located. The implementationof the program on a personal Computer is presented,
togetherwith a short example showing a possible application.

"Epiphyt" is the implementation of an extension of the progeny/parent model pro¬
posed by Vanderplankin 1963. Incorporationof host growth and variable latentperiod
allow a more realistic modelling of epidemic developmentwhile preserving the sim-
plicity and biologieal meaningfulness of die original model. Host growm is driven
through degree day accumulation, and die lengthof the latentperiod varies with tem-
peratureaecordingto a beta funetion. The model has been tested with four sets of pub-
lished epidemiologicaldata and one set of data collected in a vineyard in Switzerland.
The epidemics tested were of the diseases stripe rast and Septoria leaf blotch on
wheat, apple scab and downy and powdeiy mildew on grapes. The diseaseprogress
curves sünulatedby die model reflected die epidemics in their most important stages
except for the final levelling out of disease severity.

"Applescab" is a teachingtool, which simulatesthe developmentof an apple scab
epidemicin an orchard. The usercan test his managementabilities by trying to control
this epidemic with fungieideapplications underdifferent conditions.

"Vinemild" is a model for forecasting die developmentofdowny mildew epidemics
on grape. Based on literature data, it simulatesdie developmentof secondary infec-
tions aecording to hourly weather data and Outputsdie current state of the epidemic in
die form of a daily report of infection and sporulation probability as well as the cur¬

rent severity curve. The model is composedof fourparts handling respectively infec¬
tion, sporulation, survival and liberation of spores. Data collected in die southernpart
of Switzerland in 1988 are presentedand compared with the Output of the model.



ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Seit dem Beginn der 60-er Jahre haben Computereine wesendiche Rolle in der
Entwicklung der Epidemiologie. Das zunehmendeVorhandenseinvon immer leis¬
tungsfähigerenMicrocomputemhat sie zum idealenWerkzeugdes Epidemiologenge¬
macht. Allerdingsist die Entwicklungvon Software auf diesemGebiet weit hinter den
Fortschritten der Hardware zurückgeblieben.Diese Arbeit stellt vier Anwendungenfür
Microcomputer in den Hauptanwendungsbereichen der Epidemiologievor: Daten
manipulation und -darstellung, theoretische Studien, Ausbildungund Vorhersage.

Geobase ist ein einfachesGIS (Geographical informationSystem),das die Manipu¬
lation, Darstellungund elementare Analysevonräumlich verteiltenDaten erlaubt.Das
Programmkennt zwei Arten von Daten: Karten und Fakten,wobei Kartendie Unter¬
lage beschreiben,auf welcher die Fakten lokalisiert sind. Die Implementation auf Per¬
sonal Computer sowie ein kurzes Beispiel, das eine mögliche Anwendung zeigt,
werden vorgestellt.

Epiphyt ist die Implementation einer Erweiterung des von Vanderplank1963 vor¬

geschlagenen, auf dem Nachkommen/Eltern- Konzept basierenden Modells. Die In¬

korporation von Wirtswachstum und variabler Latenzperiode erlaubt eine
realistischere Modellierungvon Epidemien unter Beibehaltung der Einfachheitund
der biologischenBedeutung des ursprünglichenModels.Das Wirtswachstumist durch
die Akkumulation von Tagesgradengesteuert, während dk Variation der Länge der
Latenzperiodein Abhängigkeit der Temperatur durch eine Beta-Funktionwieder¬
gegeben wird. Das Modell wurde mit vier Datensätzen aus der Literatur und einem
Datensatz aus einem Schweizer Rebberg getestet. Die getestetenEpidemien waren
Epidemien vonApfelschorf,vonGelbrost und Septoriaauf Weizen sowieEchtemund
Falschem Mehltau auf Rebe. Die durch das Modell simuliertenEpidemie-Kurven
spiegelten die realen Epidemien in ihren wichtigstenStadien mit Ausnahme des am
Ende der Epidemien auftretendenasymptotischen Verhaltenswieder.

Applescabist ein Werkzeug für den Unterricht. Es simuliert die Entwicklungeiner
Apfelschorf-Epidemie in einer Obstbaumanlage.Der Benutzer kann seine Fähigkeiten
als Obstbauerprüfen und verbessern, indem er versucht, mit Hilfe von Fungizid-Ap¬
plikationenunter verschiedenen Bedingungen die Epidemie unterKontrollezu halten.

Vinemildist ein Prognose-Modellfür Epidemien des Falschen Mehltausauf Rebe.
Basierend auf Literaturdaten simuliert es die Entwicklungvonsekundären Infektionen
in Abhängigkeit von stündlichenWetterdaten.DermomentaneZustandder Epidemie
wird in Form eines täglichenBerichtes ausgegeben, der die Wahrscheinlichkeitvon
Infektion und Sporulation sowie den aktuellenZustand der Epidemie enthält. Das
Modell besteht aus vier Teilen,die Infektion,bzw. Sporulation, Ueberleben und
Freiwerdenvon Sporen simulieren. Daten, die 1988 im Tessin gesammelt wurden,
werden vorgestelltund mit der Ausgabe des Modellsverglichen.



INTRODUCTION

In plant pathology,Epidemiologyinvestigates the developmentof plant diseases in
time, and the effect of biotic and abiotic environments on this development. Although
plant diseaseepidemiologyis now over a Century old, it was only in die 1950's and
1960's that this subject developed a füll role in the scienceof plant pathology through
the provision of extremely powerfultools from the contemporarydigital Computer
revolution.

Historically, data analysis has been the major use of Computersin plant pathology
(Rouse and Teng, 1984), but Computershave been used by epidemiologistsfor two
mainpurposes:data handling and modelling.

Data handling includescollection, storage, management, presentation and analysis.
Since epidemiologyis not concernedwith punctual events but deals with complex
Systems evolving in time and space, the amount of data involved is tremendousand
data manipulation is an essential part of epidemiological woric. Computers are ideal
tools for these manipulations:they perform automatic recordingof data, allow easy
storage, retrieval and transformationof large amounts of data, graphic displays and

printing devices provide fast representation of abstract values, and Computingpower
permit computations which could not be done by hand.

Modelling is the action of translating a conceptualizationof the real world into a

mathematical formulation, which in tum allowsus to test die validity of that concep¬
tualization.There are diree mainuses of mathematical modeis in epidemiology:

- Analysis of response of epidemic developmentto Variation of certain factors.
This increases our understanding of epidemic developmentand provides direc¬
tions for future research.

- Simulation of epidemic developmentby comprehensivemodeis consisting of
manyinteractingcomponentsand levels, as a woxkingand teachingaid.

- Provisionof decisionaids for pestmanagementthrough forecast of epidemic de¬

velopmentas well as prediction ofthe outcome of certain managementdecisions
or climatic conditions.

Simulation modelling, in particular,only becamepractically feasible following the
introduction of Computers.

Until recendy, a Computer was a large piece of furniture,kept in a special room,
with access restricted to a few pathologists with programming background or sym-
pathetic Computerspecialists. Its use in phytopathology, despite the numerous advant-

ages it offered, remained modest. The second Computer revolution, which started at

the end of the 1970's (and which is still going on) transformed die Computer into a

common tool, for people with no or littie Computing background. This improvement
was not achieved at the cost ofpower: the ComputersStandingon the desks of today
are more powerful than the mainframe Computerwhich ran EPIDEM,the first Simula¬
tion model in phytopathology (Waggoner,1969) twenty years ago (Fig.l).The evol-
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ution of Computing illustrates the role that personal Computerswill take in scientific
research in die future.

The presentwork tries to present somepossibleapplications ofpersonal Computers
in the main domains of application in epidemiology. The tools described are die first
of this kind in epidemiology, and show that resultsofepidemiologicalresearchcan be

X.

w
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Hg. 1. Evolutionof general-puiposeComputing duringa 40-yearperiod. Four kind«of machines are tracked: main-
frames, mimcomputers, personal Computers and embeddedComputers.Bachbanddefines the ränge of Com¬
puting power, in millions of instroctianf per second» (MIPS), that is avaüaUe from a specific kind of
machine at a pairiculartime. Linesbeyond1987 are projections (Peled, 1987).

presented in a form accessible to any phytopathologistand, in some cases, even for
non-phytopathologists.

Literatare cited
Peled, A. 1987. The next Computerrevolution. ScientificAmerican,257 (4):34-44.
Rouse, D.I. and Teng, P.S. 1984. Understanding Computers: A modern tool in plant

pathology.Plant Disease 67:365-369.
Waggoner, P.E. and Horsfall, J.G.1969.EPIDEM,a Simulatorof plant diseasewritten

for a Computer. Bull. Conn. Agric Exp. Sto.New Haven698:1-80.



Dealingwith spatialdata

An importantpart of a scientist's work is to think of waysto represent information
so that they and others can widerstand die underiying processes. The importance of
pictures in perceiving and communicating the functional relationships in quantitative
data has long been understood and die graphic capabilitiesof Computershave signifi-
cantly increasedthe possibilitiesto generate such pictures. This is especially true in
the analysis of spatialdata with which epidemiologistsare faced as soon as they leave
die two dimensional space time/severity to considerdispersa! and spread ofpathogens.
In most cases, Computersonly simplify gready die representation and analysis of spa¬
tial data, but there are instances where such analyseswouldnot even be feasible witii-
out a Computer. A study of the spread of the canker stain disease (Ceratocystis
fimbriata)on the 8000 or moreplane trees of southern Switzerland (Blaise and Gess-
ler, 1988) wouldnever have been started without the help of Computers.

Since analysis of spatial relations and manipulation of graphics are Computer in¬
tensive tasks, powerful Computersare die tools of choice in this area. However, thanks
to their incieasing powerand availability, microcomputerswill become indispensable
tools in this researchfield in the near future. From this point of view, a simple, spa-
tially orienteddata managementprogram may introduce a new development in epi¬
demiology.

Literatare cited
Blaise, Ph. and C. Gessler. 1988. Disease mapping on PC: Application to die canker

stain of plane trees in soudiem Switzerland.Abstr. 5th International Congressof
Plant Pathology,Kyoto.
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GEOBASE:A simple geographical information
System on a personal Computer

ABSTRACT

Spatiaüy distributed data are offen encountered in the biologieal sciences. Representationand
analysis of such data requiie specific tools. Asimple geographicalinformationSystem is presented,
whichallowslepiesentation and elementaiyanalysis of geographicalcoded information. It handles
two kinds of data: maps and facts, wheremaps data describe the basis on whichthe facts data are
located. Maps consist of objects describedthrough a set of coordinates, while for facts a coordinate
pair is associated to an unlimitednumber of data records containing 5 fields: a date, an element
from a list, a two character code, an integer number and a real number. The input data can be dis-

played interactively on screen by combining logically selection criteria for each field. The facts

correspondingto the selected criteria are either displayedas such, or are clustered and displayedas
polygons or pies. A short example showing a possible application of Ae program is presentedand
advantagesas well as limitations are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Many applications in biologieal sciences are concerned with spatial data, for
example geobotanicalstudies or population dynamics in pest management, and there
is often a need for analysis of spatialdistribution patterns. In plant disease epidemio¬
logy, analysis of spatialdata is iequiredfor restrictedscale studies such as analysis of

patterns of spread of soil-bome pathogens or for large-scale studies dealing with the
spread of airbome pathogens that can travel over hundreds of kilometers.

Working with datathat includea spatialcomponent is difficult since quantification
is not reduced to a Single value. Special tools are therefore required, that are com-

monly called geographical information Systems (GIS). A GIS is distinguished from
other datamanagementSystems by its inherent ability to maintain spatial relationships
of variables as well as meir attributes.

Since the appearance of die first GIS's in the 1960's, tiiere has been a rapid in-
crease in theirnumber. To date, a wide variety of Systems has been developed, primar-
ily for land-useplanning and natural resourcemanagementat the urban, regional, State
and national levels of govemment, but also for applications by public Utilities and pri¬
vate corporations(Smith et al., 1987). Although the existing Systems can and have
been used for biologieal studies, their primary use focuses radier on the geographical
than on the biologieal side of the problems. These are mostly sophisticated, very
powerful packages which in tum require trained and skilledusers. They run mainlyon
minicomputersor mainframes, often only on special adapted hardwareand a personal
Computer version exists for only a few öf them.
We presenthere a simple GIS with limited geographicalfeatures, powerful enough

to handle large data sets and with characteristics which should appeal to biologists
who do not have the need for a professional GIS.



SYSTEMAND METHODS

The program was developed on an IBM PC-AT with 640 kbytes of RAM, a hard
disk, a mouse and an EGA color display. It was written in Pascal, and compiledwith
the Turbo-Pascal Compiler version 5.0 (Borland International, 1988).

The recommended configuration to ran the program is an IBM PC-compatible
Computerwith at least 512 kbytes RAM, an EGA orVGAgraphic adapterwith a col-
our display, a hard disk and a mouse. The use of an 80x87 mathematical coprocessor
enhancesdie speed by a factor of 2 on average. The program also runs with the CGA,
MCGAand Hercules graphic adapters. However, since diese cards do not support col-
ours, the use of the program in visualizing facts on screen is greatly reduced. In the
sameway, one can dispensewith the hard disk and the mouse, but diis again limits the
usemlnessof the program.

Limitations: Since the map files are kept on disk, their size is limited only by the
available Space and/orDOSlimitation.The facts files (see below)are kept in memory
and thus subject to die data structure limitations of the Compiler. This meansthat the
maximal amount of facts (coordinate pairs) is limited to 16384. The numberof infor¬
mationrecords for each of these facts is limited only by the available disk Space.

Maps can be currendy printed on Postscript laser printers or plotters using the HP-
GLcommandset. The Outputspresentedwere producedon a TI 2108 laser printer.

IMPLEMENTATION

Geobase is an unconventional GIS in the sense that it distinguishes two kinds of
data: maps and facts.
Maps represent the canvas on which the facts are located. They are composedof

objects described through a name, a set of coordinatepairs and attributes describing
the way these coordinatesare connected together (e.g. line, closed line, filled surface).
Although maps are used usually as the equivalentof geographic maps and composed
of geographical objects such as borders, rivers or lakes, they can also describe any
spatial structure e.g. a field, where the objects could be: border of the field, regionsof
the field with special soil characteristics,trees, etc.

Facts correspond to collected data and differ from map objects in three ways:
- Each fact contains an unlimitednumberof informationrecords.
- The description of die localization of facts in space is (cunently)limited to one

coordinatepair so that the informationcontentof a fact is associated either with
a Single point or with a rectangle or a circle centeredon this point.

- Facts canbe selected from meirInformationcontentfor display or clustering.
To simplify entry and datastructure,the numberof fields per record is fixed. Each

record consists of up to 5 fields: die first is a date field, which will be usedusually to

keep track of either the date at which the recording was made or at which the record
was entered; the second field contains an dement out of a user defined list (e.g. culti-
var) and the other fields contain a code (two characters),an integer number(-32768 ..

+32768) and a floating point number(± 1.5*10"45.. 3.4*1038).
A computer-based GIS may be viewed as having five componentsub-systems

(Knapp, 1978), including:
- Data encoding and input processing
- Data management



- Data retrieval
- Data manipulation and analysis
- Datadisplay

These different sub-systems will be presented briefly, and Figure 1 shows a sche-
matic representationof the menu tree through which the user selects the different
functions.

Geobase

Edit facts
Convertfacts file

Append facts to a facts file
Create new facts file

Enter coordinates
Click on map

Centerzoom
Zoom in
Zoom out

Select scale

Display
Options
Print
Movemap

Operations on maps -

Data editor

Enter/Append facts
Load new set of facts
Graphic display
Change defaults
Quit

Map
Facts

Select map file
Appendto map file
Create new map
Edit map
Fileconversion

Enter coordinates
importfrom file

Displayselected facts
Set selection criteria
Select field to display
Cluster facts
Select new fact file
Info on facts
Turn off display of facts

Printcurrent display
Set size of printed map
Select destination
Otherprintparameters

Howto display... -

Map display level
Setcolors
Map size
Cluster smoothness
Save curr. settings -L

Single facts
Clusters

Picture offsets
Char. for facts
Size offacts
Nrof copies
Frame on/off
Piesize
Orientation

Fullscreen
3/4 screen

Map
Facts

Map
Facts

Fig.1. Schematic representation ofthe menu tree of Geobase. Each rectangle represents a menu or sub-menu. For

clarity, lowestlevel menusare omitted.

Data input: Maps are input by entering the coordinatesets definingeach object.
This can be tediousif many coordinateshave to be entered; however, two features re-

duce this handicap:
- The program can import coordinatesfrom ASCHfiles, so that already existing

dataneed not be input again.
- Map files may be edited and appendedat any time, i.e. a very simple map com¬

posed ofjust a few points can be input first and extended later.
The location of facts can be enteredeither by typing in the coordinatesor by "click-

ing" on the map with a mouse. The latter is not so precise, but may be sufficientfor
some applications. Once the location and the first information record of a fact has
been input, additional recordsmay be added, again either by selecting the coordinates,
or by "clicking" at the location of that fact on die display.

Data management: Special functions allow managementof maps and facts data.

They can be exported or imported via the ASCHformat, editedor appended.



Data retrieval: Apart from the export of data mentioned above, data are retrieved
through the graphic display: When displayed,each fact can be addressed through
"clicking" on its location. The description of this fact is then displayed and the user

can browse through the available records if morethan one has been entered.

Data analysis: Simple analyses of facts can be made either on facts handled and
displayed separately or on Clusters of facts whereby the distance between two facts is
used as a clustering criterion. The values associated with facts can be divided into
classes, and then the Single classes are selected for display or not. This allows queries
to be answeredby combininglogically the different characteristicsof the facts. For a

survey of diseased bean fields (see example below), such a query could be: select all
bean fields which in 1987 were sown with the variety X or Y, had a total disease se¬

verity of at least 10%, where plants grew to a normal height, and display them with
colours corresponding to the disease severity classes. In the case of Clusters, the pro¬
gram calculates the proportionof facts belonging to each class, within a Cluster.

Datadisplay: The display of facts on maps is the most importantpart of Geobase.
The user looks at the current map and selected facts through a window defined by its
centre and an associated scale. The centre of the current viewing window is selected
by pointing on it or by entering its coordinatesdirectiy, and the scale is set either by
selecting a previously fixed scale, entering a free scale or zooming in or out, which
corresponds to halving or multiplyingthe current scale by a factor of two. These Oper¬
ations allow a precise positioning of the viewing window. In the case of maps contain-
ing many objects and thus requiring a longertime to display, classes of objects can be
selectively inactivated until the desired scale and location are found. Facts are overlaid
on the map as dots, characters, circlesor rectangles dependingon the user's selection.
Clusters are displayedas polygons enclosingthe facts belonging to each Cluster, or as

pies divided aecording to the number of facts in each class of the information field
selected for display.

Hard copies are Output in two Steps: First, the size of the printed map is entered in
cm, which determines the size of die viewing window on die screen (since the screen
has a limited size, the window oecupies the greatest possible surface by respecting the
size ratio between the sides; the selected scale is thereby maintained) and then the
desiredmap content can be built interactively, by moving the centre of the window,
changingits associated scale and selecting the map objects or facts to display.

Great care has been taken to develop a user-friendly interface, so that the program
can be mastered in a short time by a user without Computerexperience. All Operations
are performedthrough menus where the selection can be made eitherwith a mouse or

through the keyboard. All functions are performed interactively. The coordinates
corresponding to the location of the mouse pointer are displayed constantly, which
allows very precise work.

The following example shows a simple application of Geobase:
A study on a new disease in bean crops (hüll Spots) in Switzerlandwas initiated in

1986. Since this disease seemed to be correlated with numerous factors such as culti-
var, oecurrence of Alternariadisease or microclimate of the concemedfield location,
a comparative study involving over 150 fields was started to obtainmore indications
of the possiblecorrelations between these factors and the ineidenceof the disease. Ge-
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Fig.2. Printout of the map used in a field study on bean diseases at a scale of 1:2'500'000. The map shows border,
main lakes and rivers of Switzerland. Because of size constraints,cities and highways are not represented.
Bean fields are displayed as spots, mainly in the northern part of the map.

obase was chosen as a tool to keep track of the field locations and to produce Status

reports.Moreover,it allowed rapid testing of possible causal hypotiieses.
The map used was of Switzerland and contained the informationnecessary for the

user to locate the fields, such as borders, rivers, lakes, cities and highways.
The facts were in this case Single fields, and the informationrecorded for each field

was: date of record, cultivar, generalState of the crop at harvest, accumulated disease
severity level for all diseases and severity level due to the pathogenAlternaria. Figure
2 shows an overview(scale 1:2'500'000)of the map with the bean fields mostly in the
northern part of the country. A closer look at this part is given by Figure 3A (scale
1:500'000),while Figure 3B shows the same region after clustering with a maximal
distance of 4000meters betweenfields. Thepies shows the frequency of the different
classes of total field disease severity.

ALGORITHMS

The structure of the map data is a cartographicstructure, i.e. no spatial relation-
ships are stored among objects. The Single map objects are describedthrough a vector

model. Such a structure is commonly defined as a "Spaghetti" structure.To introduce
some ordering in the map files, similar struetures are groupedtogedierwithin a file,
and informationon the location of the objects is stored, thus speeding up the retrieval
and display process.
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Fig. 3. Printout of the northern part of the map used in a field study on bean diseases at a scale of 1:500'000. A)
Bean fields are displayedas spots in a grey level correspondingto the disease severity at harvest (darker
spots correspondto higherseverity levels). B) Result ofclustering the bean fields with a maximaldistance of
4000 meters. The pies are centered in the center of gravity of the correspondingCluster. Theirsize is propor¬
tional to the numberof fields belonging to the Cluster and the differentsectors correspondto the disease se¬

verity classes: 0-5%, 5-20%, 20-50%, 50-80%, 80-95% (increasing grey levels represent higher severity
levels).
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The facts data are stored in two separate files. The first containsthe coordinatesde-

fining the location of the facts and pointers to the stored information on each fact in
the secondfile.

During working, the coordinates of the current data set are kept in memory. To

speed up access to the facts falling in the selected ränge of coordinates, their coordi¬
nates are sorted in ascending order of x coordinate values. To avoid resorting each
time a data set is loaded,the sorted coordinatesare stored in a third file. Coordinates
are sorted by the quicksortalgorithm (Sedgewick, 1988).
A simple algorithm has been developedto Cluster the facts. The primary goal was

to limit computationsof distances between facts, since each such computationin-
volves Square roots and multiplications. A pseudo-codeversionof the clustering algo¬
rithm is given in Figure 4.

Function ClusterNr(Point):Integer
{ this functionreturns the Cluster numberto which "Point" belongs ]
{ or zero if it does not belong yet to any Cluster }

{ Cluster algorithm }
For -all PointsP do

Begin
If ClusterNr(P)=0 then create new Cluster
For all points R for which Rx - Px < Maxdist do
If ClusterNr(R)=0 or ClusterNr(R) * ClusterNr(P)then
If distance betweenR and P < Maxdistthen
If ClusterNr(R)=0 dien R belongs to ClusterNr(P)

eise Join ClusterNr(R) to ClusterNr(P)
End

Fig.4. Pseudo-code of the algorithm used to Clusterfacts in the program Geobase. Eachpoint P is defined through a

coordinate pair (Px,Py) and points are sorted after the P* coordinate. A Cluster is composed of all points not
furtherapart from the next one than the maximumdistance Maxdist

The convex hüll around a Cluster of facts is computed with the algorithmdescribed
by Sedgewick (1988).

Zooming is achieved through definition of viewports and associated world coordi¬
nate Systems as usual in interactive graphic interfaces (Foley and Van Dam, 1983; Ro¬
gers, 1985).

DISCUSSION

Scientists and engineers have long understood the importance of pictures in per-
ceiving and communicating functional relationships in quantitative data. Geographie
information Systems have been used successfully in several diseiplines such as soil
science, forestry, geology, landscape architecture and entomology. Their applications
are incieasing and it is estimatedthat approximately 4000 GIS will be operational by
1990 in NorthAmerica (Tomlinson, 1984). Althoughthe program presentedhere does
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not pietend to compete with professional GIS, it has some features which make it use-

ful for the biologist's daily work: its easy structure and user interface shorten the

necessary training time, the map structure allows work with even small amounts of

map informationand its implementation on a microcomputermakes it a decentralized,
affordable tool. There is a price to pay, however, for these advantages:

- The numberof functions available is limited, partly because spatialrelationships
between map objects are not considered, a primary drawback of the vectortype
datamodel. On die other hand, this datamodel is morecompact than tesselation

type datamodeis, and there are morealgorithmsavailable for vectormodeis than
for others (Peuquet,1984).

- Since computation time increases with map precision and numbers of facts,
working with large datasets on PCs with limited power could becomevery slow.

However, we used Geobase for a survey of plane trees in southem Switzerland
where over 8000 trees were recorded with theirhealthyState (Blaise and Gessler,
1988), and did not encounter real speed problemson AT-type machines. From

this point of view, the maximal numberof facts which the program can handle

maybe seen as a reasonablelimit.
- The input of map data is not automated. This has not been a problem so far, but

could become so if description of large maps has to be input. The possibilityof
importing coordinatesof map objects from ASCII files should however provide
away around this obstacle.
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Models in epidemiology

Mathematicalmodeis in epidemiology represent the formalization of hypotheses
conceming the behaviour of epidemics of plant disease. They are constructedto satis-
fy a set of a priori assumptions, based on knowledge or intuition about the behaviour
of the System. Implicit in modelling is the desire to reduce a complex System to a

series of simpler hypotheses that can be tested (Gilligan, 1985). A model, dierefore is
not a replica of the Systemit serves to represent but some approximation to it (Kranz,
1974). No review of the modeis developed in epidemiologywill be presented here,
since this has been done extensively in die recent literature (e.g. Hau, 1985, Rouse,
1985, Teng,1985, Jeger, 1986).

Models in epidemiology have assisted in the developmentof theory, in the under-

taking of experimental programs,and in disease management (Jeger, 1986). Jeger
(1986) points out that the modelingof plant disease epidemics effectively startedwith
the pioneering synthesis of Vanderplank(1963). Its analysesof the temporal progress
of diseases provided a Stimulus for much further work. Very much has been written
about the few modeis which has been developed since then. Beside theoreticalstudies,
the discussion has concentrated on die Classification of modeis depending on their

underlying concepts and on die waythey were built. Models can be descriptive vs. ex-

planatory, analytical vs. synthetical, mechanistic vs. functional, stochastic vs. deter-

ministic, empiricalvs. Statistical... However, much more important than the class to

which it belongs, die way a model behaves and die extent to which it fulfills the goals
set are the criteria to judge its usefulness, and will decide upon its survival...

The scientific Community is being pulled now more than even in two different di¬
rections: Basic research at an increasingly fundamental level and application of re¬

search results for solvingproblems. Modeling seems to offer a useful mean of tying
these seemingly divergenteffortstogether.
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An extendedprogeny/parentratio model:
I. Theoreticaldevelopment.

ABSTRACT

A newversion of Vanderplank'sepidemic modelcorrected for removals is presented. Incorpor-
ation of host growth and variable latent periodallow a more realistic modelling of epidemic devel¬
opmentwhile preserving the simplicity and biologieal meaningfulness of the original model. Host
growth is driven through degree-dayaecumulation.The length of the latent periodvaries with tem-

perature aecording to a beta funetion. Calculations are made through numerical Integration com-

bined with boxcar trains. The model has been implemented in a program called "Epiphyt"which
runs on personalComputers.Typical Output produced by the program is shown.

INTRODUCTION

Amongthe numerous mathematical modeisproposedin the last decades to describe
and study plant disease epidemics, the improved logistic model corrected for remo¬
vals, as proposedby Vanderplank(16), remains the one widi the clearest biologieal
meaning. Although other functional modeis (e.g. Richard's, Weibull's, Gompertz's
etc..) also have an inherent biologieal content, the a priori assumptions that led to

their build-up are often less than obvious.
The underlying hypothesis of Vanderplank's epidemic model is that disease devel¬

opment is proportionalto the amounts of infectious (i.e. sporulating) and available
(i.e. healthy) tissues:

dX(t)/dt = Rc * [X(t-p) - X(t-p-i)] * [1 - X(t)] (1)

Where X(t) is the proportion of diseased host at time t (and thus [l-X(t)] die pro-
portion of healthy host), Rc the infection rate, p the latent period of the considered
pathogenand i the infectious period.

The attractive aspect of this model is mat it includes in duee terms the essential
elements influencing the developmentof a disease: the intrinsic multiplication poten-
tial of the pathogen, the host in die form of colonizabletissue and the past history of
the epidemic expressed through the infectious tissue. Unfortunately, only a few papers
are concemedwith this model (e.g. 7, 5) and most references made to Vanderplank's
model (e.g. 6, 14, 10, 12) consider only die version without correction for removals
(whichwas just a step in the developmentof the model), probably because of the lack
of an analytical Solution for the corrected model. Since this simpler form of the model
is quite unrealistic, it did not find a wide application nor did it lead to further devel-
opments. Vanderplank(17) returnedto the corrected model but he limited himselfto a

transformationof the time scale, which allowed the introduction of the progeny/parent
ratio (et). Hence, the main flaws of this model remained: absence of host growth and
fixed lengthof the latentand infectious periodsover the whole epidemic development.
We presenthere a new form of Vanderplank's epidemic model correctedfor remo¬

vals that overcomes its major shortcomings while preserving its clarity and biologieal
soundness. It has been implemented on a microcomputer, resulting in an interactive
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tool allowing description and study of the course of epidemics with only a few known

parameters .

DEVELOPMENTOF THE MODEL

a) Assumptions
The extensionsto the model are based on the knowledge that host growth is an es-

sential factor in epidemic development and diät most processes in an epidemic are

temperaturedependent.
The following assumptions are made for the derivation of the model:

- The disease is characterized by three parameters: the latent period p which is

temperature dependent and the infectious period i and the infection rate Rc

(multiplication factorof the disease per time unit) which are constant.
- The hostpopulation is treated as a surface homogeneously susceptible to the dis¬

ease.
- After infection, die host surface becomes diseased. After a period p it becomes

infectious for a period i and is then removed.
- Infection units are disperseduniformly over the host surface

b) Host growth
Assuming an ample supply of plant nutrients and soil water, the growth of the

Vegetationis determined by weadier conditions, among which light is almost never a

limiting factor. Of the parameters driving growth rates, temperature is the most im-
portant. Therefore,the model is simplified to a form in which host growth is driven
only by temperature.We assume that host growth:

- takes placeonly above a minimum temperatureTo
- is linearly proportional to temperatureabovethis level
- stops after accumulation of a fixed heat sum Ts.

This results in the followingequation:

r g * [T(t) - To] ifX [T(t)-T0] < Ts
AK£} = \ andT(t)>To (2)
At 0 eise

2where K(t)= Host surface at time t [L ]
T(t)=Temperatureat time t [°C]
To= Minimal temperaturefor growth [°C]
Ts= Temperaturesum after which growthstops [°C*T]
g= Normingfactor [L /°C]

To norm the maximal host surface to 1, we set the adjustment factor g to: g = 1 / Ts
and equation (2) becomes:

1 The program Epiphyt is not copy-protectedand is available upon request from the first author. It runs on IBM
PC - compatibleComputers with any of the following graphic cards: CGA, EGA, VGA, MCGA, HGC and
AT&T(Olivetti).
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r [T(t)-To] /Ts if £ [T(t)-To] < Ts
AK&) = | andT(t)>To (3)
At 0 eise

Initially, the host has a surface Ko = K(0), hence the host surface at any time:

K(t) =Ko + ZAK(t)

c) The latent period
Since temperature is the most important extemal factor influencing the length of

the latentperiod, die model is limited again to this factor as the drivingvariable of the
latentperiod. It has been shown (1) that the beta functionis well-suited to describe the
relation betweendevelopmentof pamogenic fungi and temperature.We expressthere¬
fore the temperaturedependenceof the latent period by:

p(T) = Pmin/f(T) (4)

Where Pmin is the lengthof die latent period at the optimal temperature and f(T) is a

beta functionof the form:

f(T) = a*Tnn*(l-Tn)m

with Tn = (T - Tmin) / (Tmax - Tmin),Tmin and Tmax being die cardmal temperatures
of the organismunder consideration, which means that p(Tmin) = p(Tmax) =°° • The
two parameters m and n have to be determined for each host/pathogen couple.

d) Application of the model
In order to introducehost growth into Vanderplank's equation, the quantity of dis¬

ease is expressed as absolute host surface instead of a proportion and equation (1)
becomes:

dN(t)/ dt = Rc * [N(t-p) - N(t-p-i)] * [1 - N(t) / K(t)] (5)

witii N(t)being the diseased and K(t) die whole host surface at time t.

The next step consists in introducingthe variable latent period. As pointed out be-
fore, the secondterm in equation (1) represents the history of the epidemic. Therefore,
in this term, p is not the current latentperiod at time t, but resultsfrom the accumula-
tion of past latentperiods. To take this into account,we use the latent period pt which
satisfies:

>t

l/p(T(t))dt = 1

t-pt
f

T(t) being the temperature at time t. To obtain a simple tool to study epidemics with-
out having to provide large sets of temperature data, we assume diät the lengthof the
latent period is constantover a day, so we need only daily weather data, or a function
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T(t), which supplies a daily mean temperature.Over a year, the course of the daily
mean temperaturecan be approximated well by a sine functionof the form:

T(t) = Min + 1/2 * (Max-Min) * (1 - cos(©* t + <p)) (6)

where min= miiiimum daily mean temperaturefor the year
max = maximum " "

t = time in days
(0=2/365
(p = phase in days (usually 20 days)

Consequendy,die model defined through equations 3, 4, 5 and 6 has only one in-
dependent variable: the time t. Knowledgeof the followingparameters is required:

- Host: To, Ts.
- Pathogen: i, Rc, X(0), Tmin,Tmax.
- Latentperiod: n, m.
- Temperature: Min, Max.

e) Computations
Since the model defined so far does not have a straightforward analytical Solution,

die use of numerical methods is required. The calculations are carried out tiirough a

combination of an Euler Integration algorithmwim two boxcartrains. The trains are

necessary to provide the two terms with retarded arguments at any time t in order to

compute the term [X(t-pt) - X(t-pt-i)], which Vanderplankcalled the 'activator'. The
first boxcar train holds the latent tissue while the second holds the infectious tissue;
each box consists of two compartments: one for the diseased tissue of the same age
class, and one for the accumulation of fractions of the latent (or infectious) period.

The low accuracy of the Euler algorithm is not a problem here, since the required
precision does not exceed 10" . The data obtained with constant host surface and la¬
tent period were in agreement with the resultsobtained by numerical integration with
a Fehlberg Runge-Kutta algorithm coupledwith Hermite polynomialinterpolation
(Blaise, unpublished).

f) Implementation
The model was translated into die Pascalprogramming language and was run on an

IBM AT personal Computerto produce the results presented. The program is interac-
tive, allowseasy input of the parameters and displays the epidemic curves graphically.
All results shown below were producedwith this program and Output on a Postscript
laser printer (TI2108). The parameters n andm needed for the temperature dependent
latent period are estimated automaticallyby fitting a beta function through a set of
points using nonlinear least Square methods. It requires an input of at least three
values of the latentperiod at different temperatures.

Since the model considersonly latent, infectious or dead lesions, a problem arises
for the representation of visible lesions.To overcome this, the program needs an addi-
tional parameter expressing the length of the incubationperiod which is given as a

Proportionof the latent period. This parameter is set by default to 0, in agreement with
Vanderplank(16,17).
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g) An example
To illustrate the Output of the model, die course of an hypotheticalepidemic ob¬

tained by using fictitious parameters is shown in Fig.l. The selected parameters were:
i=3, p=3, Rc=0.67,X(0)=0.001, Tmin=2°Cand Tmax=30°Cfor the pathogen, To=5°C,
Ts=2000°C*dfor the host, and the extremes of the daily mean temperature were set

respectively to 0°C and 20°C The Output of the model before introductionof host
growth and variable latent period, which corresponds to integrating numerically Van¬
derplank'sequation, is a sigmoid shaped curve (Fig. 1, curve A). In agreement with
the calculations of Vanderplank(17, 19), the maximum disease level is not 100% but
0.797,which is the L value satisfying die equation:

L « 1 - exp(-a * L)

where oc = Rc * i

i.o i—i—r i i i i i m— i

0.8

.£ 0.6

Q 0.4

0.2

90 120 151 81 212 243 273 304 334 365

Days from IstJanuary

Fig. 1. Output ofthe extended progeny parent ratio modelfor differentsettings. For all runs, the selected parameters
were: i=3, Rc=0.67, X(0)=0.001,Tmin=2 'C and Tmax=30"C for the pathogen,T0=5 °C and Ts=2000 °C
for the host, Min=0 °C and Max=20 °C for the yearly extremes of the daily mean temperature. Curve Awas

produced with a constant latentperiod p=3 and withouthost. Curve B was produced withouthost growth and
with a temperature dependent latent period (the beta function was selected to produce p=3 at the Optimum
temperature). Curve C resulted after introduction of the host growth which is represented throughthe dotted
line (H) and with a constant latentperiodp=3. Curve D was produced with host growth (H) and a tempera¬
ture dependent latent period (same as for B).

Introducinga temperaturedependent latent period results first in a shift of the dis¬
ease curve (Fig. 1B) as a consequenceof a very long latent period at the beginning of
the year due to low temperatures. The secondeffect depends on the value of Rc and
on the shape of the latentperiod curve over the year (Fig. 2C): an effect resulting from
the variable latentperiod can be observed only if die epidemic develops in a time in-
terval in which the latentperiod varies significandy. This is the case when Rc is low
and/or the shape of P(T) is wide. In our example, the epidemic reaches its maximum
in 60 days, which is approximately the time when pt is at a minimum. That is why
almost no effect odier than a displacement can be observed. Curve C (Fig.l) is ob-

1 The beta function was selected to produce p = 3 at the Optimumtemperature(Kg. 2D).
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tained after introduction of host growth, which is representedby curve H, without the
variable latentperiod. In this case, the unusual shape of the disease curve is an artifact
resulting from the fact that disease Starts betöre host growth. Finally, by combining
host growth and variable latentperiod, we obtaincurve D (Fig.l). A very important
effect of the introductionof host growth is the reduction of the maximum disease
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Fig. 2. Implementation of the temperaturedependent latent period in the extended progeny/parentratio model. A)
Simulationof the daily mean temperatureover the year through a sine function. B) An example of a beta
function for a minimumlatent periodat 17.5 °C. C) Variation of the length of the latent periodovera year
resulting from the combination of curvesA and D. D) Relation between the length of the latentperiod and
the temperature, obtained throughinversing the beta function (B).

level. The reason is obvious: as the epidemic reachesthe critical point where the acti-
vator Starts to decrease, slowing due to host growth is enough nearly to stop it. Later
on, when host growth has stopped, die activator is too weak to allow disease to catch
up.

The latent period and its temperature dependency are described in Fig. 2. The
sinus-like course of the daily mean temperatureover the year (Fig. 2A) combined with
the inverse beta relation between latent period and temperature (Fig. 2D) determine
the Variation in die instantaneouslatent period over the year (Fig. 2C). The original
beta function is given in Fig. 2B.

SENSlTIVITY

The reaction of the model to Variation in some of the parameters is investigated
below.
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a) Variation in X(0), i & p.
To avoid interactions masking the real effect of parameter changes, host growth is

not included and latent period is kept constant.
Decreasing the primary inoculum X(0) with a constant factor e.g. 10 fold, causes

only a shift of the disease curve to the right (Fig. 3, curves A,B,C). Since the proge-

1.0 I I I

0.8

6" 0.6

Q 0.4

0.2

Hg. 3. Output of the extended
progeny/parentratio modelfor
different values of X(0), i and
p. For all runs host growth was
not included and the latent
period was kept constant over

the whole year. The selected
values were for curves A, B,
C: i=3, p=3, Rc=0.67 and X(0)
= 0.001, 0.0001 and 0.00001
respectively, for curves D, E,
F: p=3, X(0) =10'9, and
Rc*i=2 with i=3,4,5 respec¬
tively, and for curves G, H, I:
X(0)=10-9, i=5, Rc=0.4 and
p=4,5,6 respectively.

90 120 151 181 212 243 273

Days from Ist January

304 334 365

ny/parentratio is the same as in the example above, the maximum disease level re-

mains at 0.797. Even a 10 fold decrease of the primary inoculum does not change
diis value (Fig. 3, curve D).

Maintaining the progeny/parentratio Rc*i constantand increasing the lengthof die
infectious period i (i=3,4,5) leads mainlyto a decreasein speed of the epidemic (Fig.
3, curves D, E, F); however, this decrease is not proportionalto the amount of increase
in i, but to the proportionof increase in i.

Changing only the lengtii of die latent period (p=3, 4, 5, 6) also causes a Variation
in the speed of the epidemic, which is nearly proportionalto the amount of change
(Fig. 3, curves F, G, H, I).

b) Variation in the yearly extremes of the daily mean temperature.
Host and patiiogen parameters are set to the same values as in die example above.

Varying the yearly extremes of the daily mean temperature produces changes in the
daily mean temperature for the whole year. In tum, these changes influence the length
of the latent period and the developmentof the host. Although not a very important
factor, the influence of Variation in extremes should not be underestimated.A mini¬
mum of 0°C and a maximum of 20°Care quite representative for most temperate cli-
mates. The corresponding epidemic is represented in Fig.4 as well as variations for
two other, unlikely, sets of extremes obtained by shifting die temperature ränge up or
down by 5°C

Shiftingthe temperature up, that means producing a warm climate, allows host
growth to Start earlier and to attain faster its maximum while in a cold climate, pro¬
duced through shifting the temperature ränge down, maximum development is not
reached due to a late Start of growth and a slow development. The maineffect on the
epidemic developmentcomes from the shift of the Start of the growth of the host. In
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the case of high temperatures,the advanceof the host is important enough to maintain
the disease level under 10% until the host stops growing. Conversely, cold tempera¬
tures do not influence the epidemic very much(at least for this set of parameters),ex-
cept at the beginning.

c) Variation in host growth parameters
Through Variation of the hostparameters,it is possible to adapt the developmentof

the host surface to particular crop conditions of interest. A displacement of the zero

development temperature from 2°C to 5°C produces, under an identical temperature
pattern, a shift of the Start of the host curve and a small alterationof the slope of this
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Fig. 5. Output of the extended
progeny/parentratio modelfor
three different host settings.
The solid lines correspond to
the simulated epidemics, the
dotted lines represent the host

growth. The selected host par¬
ameters zero development
temperatureand required heat
sum for maximum develop¬
ment were: 5 °C and 1000
"C*d (A ,D), 2 °C and 2000
"C*d (B, E) and 5 "C and 2000
°C*d(C,F).
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Fig. 6. Output of the extended
progeny/parentratiomodelfor
three different shapes of the
beta function describing the
temperature dependency of
the latent period. The beta
functions were chosen to rep¬
resent pathogens with a low
(6.5 "C, curve A), a medium
(15 °C, Curve B) and a high
(23.5 °C, Curve C) Optimum
development temperature.

curve (Fig. 5, curves B, C). The result is first a small displacement of the epidemic
curve and, far moreimportant, a decrease of the maximum disease level reached (Fig.
5, curves D, E). This effect is even stronger if the required heat sum is reduced from
2000 °C*d to 1000 °C*d while keeping the zero-developmenttemperature at 5°C
(Fig. 5, curves D, F).

d) Variation in the beta function
Fig. 6 shows the model Output (curves A, B, C) for three possible shapes ofthe beta

function(Fig. 7, A, B, C). To avoid disturbanceeffects, hostgrowth was not included.
The parameters selected were i=3,
Rc=0.67, X(0)=0.001, Tmin=0 °C,
Tmax=30 °C, Min=0 °C and
Max=20 °C The corresponding
beta functions are represented in
Fig. 7. The resulting effect of
changing the beta function is, as

expected, similar to changes pro¬
duced by varying the lengthof the
latent period. However, curve A
(Fig. 6) shows the effect which
can result from an important leng-
thening of the latency period due
to unfavourable temperature con-

ditions during the epidemic. In
this case, the effect is compen-
sated by decreasing temperatures
after day 200, which produce a de¬
crease of the latency period and
thus allows the epidemic to catch
up.
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Fig. 7. Three possible shapes of the beta function describing the

temperaturedependency of the latentperiod. The parame¬
ters were set to represent pathogens with cardinal devel¬
opmenttemperature of respectively 0 °C and 30 °C and a

low (6.5 °C, curve A), a median (15 °C, Curve B) and a

high (23.5 *C, Curve C) optimum development tempera¬
ture.
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DISCUSSION

Mamematical modeis of plant padiogenepidemics have an importantrole to play in

helping us to understand die empiricalworld (6). The way in which epidemiological
data should be evaluated and which model should be appliedhave been extensively
discussedin the literature (e.g 3). Pro and cons of extreme synthesis can be found.A

frequent approach uses functional growth modeis, i.e. a Single equation or a set of

equationsthat can be manipulated and fitted to data sets. The major criterion for the
choice of a specific functional growth model is often its better fit to the existing data,
so the most favoured is often the equation widi most parameters,such as the polyno-
mial equation (20).

Conversely, Vanderplank(17) Stresses the point tiiat biologieal comprehensionand
the significance of the parameters are more important than the best fit. Abstracting
from real data and starting from the logistic equation, he developed an extremely
simple model with only a few parameters,that were all biologically sensible. How¬
ever, the flaws common to most of the functional epidemic modeis remainedand until
now, no real attempt has been made to improve this model.

Waggoner(20) attempted to integrate the effect of varying temperature in the log¬
istic equation by making r temperature dependent. However, the logistic model is
highly syndietic, and the parameter r is a synthesis of many biologieal parameters,so
that varying r with the temperaturecannot aecount for all biologieal Variation due to

temperature.
Since die epidemic model of Vanderplankcontainsexplieidythe parameters most

relevant for epidemic development, we are able to apply an effect of the temperature
specific to the different components.The most important temperature effect is cer-

tainly its influence on die lengthof the latent period; this was alreadyrecognized by
Zadoks (22), who introduced a temperature dependent latent period in EPISIM.

By introducinga temperature dependent r, Waggonerassumed either a linear (19)
or a parabolic(20) relation; although the parabolic relation is quite realistic, problems
arise at the pathogen's cardinal temperatures,where r becomes negative. Zadoks (22)
derived a relation between temperatureand latentperiod for stripe rast of wheat from
field observations. However, the functionhe usedto describe diis dependencywas not

adequate to handle temperaturesbelow 4°C or over 19°C, so that he introduced arbi-

trarily a constant latent period outsidethis ränge. The beta function, while in good
agreementwith experimental data, offers die advantage that its ränge of definition can
be chosen within any limits. To be able to reflect the effect of past latent periods, we
use fractions of latent period, and we allow for the addition of temperature effects.
The hypothesis of additivity of temperature equivalents was alreadyused as a useful

approximation by Zadoks (22) and was shown to be valid for rates of developmentof
Alternariasolani (21).

Kushalappaand Ludwig(9) developed a method to correct the logisticequation for
host growth. They used either the monomolecular,the logistic or the Gompertz growth
model while Waggoner(20) used the logistic model. Yet these modeis, despite the re¬

alistic appearance of the curves, are less adequate for representing host development
since plant growth is not limited by an inherent maximal possible extension. The use

of degree-day aecumulation assumes that there is a linear relationship between devel¬
opment rates and temperature,which is an oversimplifiedassumption.Nevertheless,it
has led to some useful applications in modellingthe growth development of some

crops (e.g. 2, 4). The introduction of an improved host growth model would permit a
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better adjustment to different environmental conditions; on die other hand, this could
lead to a loss in flexibility of the model.

Since temperature plays an important role in our model, special care should be
taken in providing these data. However, obtainingmeteorologicaldata corresponding
to existing disease data is usuallyvery difficult. Waggoner(19, 20) avoided this prob¬
lem by generatingdaily temperature data through a sine functionoscillatingaround a
annual mean temperature.We use here a similar function, except for the use of differ¬
ent parameters to specify the limits. In die normal case, the "Standard" year is quite
realistic, but if real data are available, it is of course possible to use them instead of
the sine function.

Althoughthe practical applications of the model will be discussed in a subsequent
paper, some interesting aspects of this model need to be emphasized:

- Vanderplank stated that the maximal disease level reached by an epidemic de-
pends only on the progeny/parentratio (17) and the primary inoculum(18). Ae¬
cording to the first resultsproduced by our model, host growth can have some
effecton this parameter (Fig.5).

- From the original equation [1], the epidemic can Start only if X(t-p) is different
from X(t-p-i) so that the activator is non-zero;from a biologieal point of view, if

p and i are kept constantdiseases startingfrom overwinteringinoculum, i.e. pa¬
thogens which do not sporulate in die winter, will never give rise to an epidemic
since the activator is equal to zero. A temperature-dependentlatent period, which
is very long at the beginning of the season, eliminates this inconsistency.

- Most audiors, except those using explieidythe ineubationperiod, set implieidy
the ineubationperiodequal to 0 by comparingreal disease values to calculated
values. The possibility to select the length of the ineubationperiod allows an

exaetcomparisonof real and model data.
In spiteof the increasedrealismof the model, there are still some importantfactors

lacking:
- Humidity and rain are, for somepamogens,critical factorswhich can have a de-

cisive influence on the developmentof the epidemic
- The influence of temperature on the lengdi of the infectious period can be im¬

portant (15,13),and may play somerole in someepidemics.
- The pustules or lesions of many leaf pathogens often sporulate over extended

periods although the bulk of sporestends to be producedin die early phase ofthe
infectious period (11).

Kranz wrote in 1974 (8): "it will not be long before Vanderplank's modeis though
readily aeeepted for some epidemics,face the fate of all modeis; they will be adapted,
amended, expanded or replaced by others". Unfortunately this prediction came only
partiallytrue and we hope that our workwill awakennew interest for this model since
there is probably still much to learn from it.
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An extendedprogeny/parentratiomodel:
II. Applicationto experimentaldata.

ABSTRACT

A previously published model based on Vanderplank's progeny/parent ratio equation was
tested using "Epiphyt", its implementation on a microcomputer, with four sets of published epi-
demiologicaldata and one set of data collected in a vineyardin Switzerland. The epidemics tested
were of the diseases stripe rast and Septoria leaf blotch on wheat, apple scab and downy and pow-
dery mildewon grapes. The disease progress curves simulatedby the modelreflected the epidemics
in their most important stages exceptfor the final levelling out of disease severity. Advantages of
such a modelbased solely on the parametersinitial inoculum, daily progeny/parentratioand length
of latent period, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen an increasing number of publications describing and
using new modeis of plant disease epidemics. These modeis tend to be increasingly
complex and often have to be considered as black box Systems where only input and

Output are obvious to the user. A quarter of a Century ago, Vanderplank(17) proposed
an easily understandablemodel based on only tiiree essential parameters:the initial in¬
oculum,die latentperiod and a daily multiplication factor which he later called proge¬
ny/parent ratio (18). Using the length of the infectious period as a unit for the

independent variable, time, allowed him to compare real fieldepidemics at a theoreti-
cal level. The model remainedat a tiieoretical level and was never used to simulate
real epidemics. In a previous paper (3) an adaptation of the Vanderplankian model was

presented with the latent period as a function of temperature, ineubation period as

fraction of the latent period and a simple host growth model included in die disease

severity calculation. The independent variable time was in units of days. The new
model retained the easily understandable coneepts of die original progeny/parentratio
model. The implementation of the model on a microcomputerwith the program "Epi¬
phyt" allows simulationsof epidemics by input of calculable and measureable parame¬
ters. This paper compares actual disease severity datawitii die Output of "Epiphyt".

MATERIALAND METHODS

Model: The tiieoretical basis of the model, its construetionand requirements were
presentedpreviously (3).

Disease severity data: Four sets of data used to test the model were taken from
older publications for stripe rast on wheat (19) in the Netherlands, leaf blotch on

wheat (4) in Switzerland,apple scab (1) in Germany and powdery mildew on grapes
(9, 10) in California (Tab.l). The data on downy mildew on grape were collected in
Southem Switzerland in 1988. The original data points of the epidemics are presented
in the corresponding figures in addition to the simulated epidemics.
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It is well knownthat a scab epidemic never reaches morethan a few percentof the

leaf surface presenton an apple tree. Analytis (1) transformed his datacorresponding-
ly so that the asymptote of the effective maximum possible attack was approximately
3.6 % of the whole leaf area. The figure of 100 % disease severity of the model would
in this case correspond to an effective attack of 3.6 % of the whole leaf area.

Weather: The only weather data required for the model are the yearly maximum
and müiimumdaily average temperature.If any informationon these parameters was
given with the published epidemic data it was used as input for the model, otherwise

we used an approximation of the long-term yearly maximum andminimumdaily aver¬

age for the given location (Tab. 1).

Tab. 1. Inputs and sources (in parentheses) used for Simulation of the epidemics.

Min1 Max1 To2 T.3 P* .5
1 ip/p6 r7 Rc8 X,9

Stripe Rust/Wheat 1 17 2 700 10(16) 20(14) 0.9 0.2 1.505 0.01

Leafblotch/Wheat -5 20 2 700 12(19) 9 (4,20) 0.5 0.077 0.388 0.255

Powdery rnildew/Orape 5 24 9 1150(10) 6(5) 4(5,9) 1.0 0.08 0.47 0.0001

Downy mildew/Grape 2 25 10 1150 5(7) 1(7) 1.0 0.28 4.65 S.5E-7
Scab/Apple 0 19 4.4 900 9(1) 8 0.8 0.12 0.56 0.0155

1 Yearly minimiim and maximum average daily temperature.
2 Minimal average daily temperature for bort growm .

3 1%mperatute «um above the host min. needed for the maxanumdevelopmentof die hoat.

4 Latency period in days uaed to calculate Rc. In parenmesis «ource med to detetmme me beta function.

5 Infectious period used to calculate Rc and for me Simulation.

6 Ineubation period expressed as fraction of me instantaneous latent period.
7 Appaientinfection rate calculated from the epidemic data used to calculate Rc.

8 Daily ptogeny/parent ratio calculated wim the formula Rc^exp{(i-*p)*r)Äexp<i*rH)
9 Initial inoculum

Initial inoculum: Data on the amount of disease (primary inoculum) on the Ist of

January is usuallynot available. Often, because of the kind of overwintering,it does
not exist. The initial disease level was therefore adjusted so that the simulated

epidemiccurve passed through the first recorded field data point (Tab. 1).

Progeny/parentratio: In epidemics caused by aerially dispersedpathogens the num¬
ber of daughter lesions a Single lesion can produce is an essential parameter (14, 15,
16). We calculated this aecording to the following formula (17,18):

Rc = r * exp[(i + p) * r] / (exp(i * r) -1)

where Rc is the multiplication factor per time unit, r the apparent infection rate, i
the length of the infectious period and p the length of the latent period. r was

measured from the epidemic data in the exponentialgrowth phase of the respective
epidemic(Tab.l).

Latent period: For each epidemic, a beta functionwas forcedfrom independent lit¬
erature data describingthe relation between length of the latent period and the tem¬

perature (Tab.l).
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Incubationperiod: The periodbetween infection and appearance of the correspond¬
ing Symptomswas assumed to follow the same relation with temperature as the latent

period. It was therefore expressed as a proportion of the latent period and estimated
from generalplant pathology literature.

Infectious period: Since precise values corresponding to our needs were rarely
available, the value of this parameter was taken from general plant pathology lit¬
erature for leaf blotch, powdery and downy mildew and apple scab. It was estimated
for stripe rast from data from van den Bosch et al. (16).

Host: The host growth curve is fixed by two parameters: Minimumdevelopment
temperature (MDT) and sum of degree-days aboveMDTneeded for maximumdevel¬

opment. These parameters were taken either from the literature (Apple, 2) or calcu¬
lated from published data on the respective host growth. The model assumes that all
host tissue present is always susceptible and that this susceptibilityremains at a con¬

stant level.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The model Outputs (Fig. 1-5) reproduce the corresponding epidemics in their most
essential aspects: Start of the visible increase and steepnessof the explosivephase of
the epidemic. However, although data on the final stage of disease developmentare
mostly missing, the model seems to fail at this point.
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spond to the observed disease
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growth represented by the
dotted line and the parameters
given in Tab.l.
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The levelling off at a certain severity in the final stage of a real epidemic can be
ascribed mostly to changes in the host growth and/or susceptibility, or to significant
weather changes: the stripe rast epidemic describedby Zadoks (19) stopped before the
Substrate was exhausted,either because of a change of weather or of a change in the
host-parasite compatibility (19); epidemics of apple scab stop because susceptible
apple tissue is available only for a limited time.
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The prediction of the model for the last phase of the epidemic is, in all cases

presentedmuch steeper and higher than in reality: it even predicts a complete destrac-

tion of all tissue for the wheat diseases (Fig. 1, 2) and grape downy mildew (Fig. 4).
This effect can be attributed either to the lack of flexibility of the model towards

weather changes, or to the simplicity of the incorporatedmodel of host growth.
Since weather is reduced to a daily mean temperature,all other factors can be ac-

counted for only indirectly and only during the time window used to calculate Rc.

Moreover,the course of temperatureduring the year is fixed.These limitations lead to

inaccuracy of the model in the case of conditionsdeviating from the mean for long
periods such as drought periods or cold spells. A simple meansof increasing precision
(e.g. sensu sensitivityto years deviating from the long term averages), would be to

input real weather datafrom the particular site and year considered.
The inadequacy of the host growth model is particularly clear in the case of the

apple scab epidemic (Fig. 5). The host growth model assumes that the tissue suscep-
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tible to apple scab increased linearly with the temperature until a maximum was

reached. In reality the host tissue available for infection (leaves without ontogenic re-

sistance) would be better described by a bell-shapedcurve with a maximum around

May/June.Such a curve would flatten the disease severity curve in its upperpart. The
Septoria leaf blotch epidemic (Fig. 2) described by Brönnimann (4) never exceeded
60% of attack because the host was then ripe and the leaves died of natural causes;

again the incorporatedmodel of host growth does not account for death of host tissue.
The complex relationships between host, pathogenand environmentare Condensed

into the three essential variables of the disease model, Rc, p and i. The success of such
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the program Epiphyt repre-
senting die progress of downy
mildew on grapes. Squares
correspond to the observed
disease (data collected in
southem Switzerland 1988).
The solid line showsthe pro¬
gress curve simulated using
the host growth represented by
the dotted lineand the parame¬
ters given in Tab. 1
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a model in mimicking reality is bound up with the extent to which these variables can
retain and express the informationthey contain. The progeny/parent ratio is certainly
the most obscure:the numberof daughter lesions producedby a parentlesion depends
on the instantaneousenvironmental conditions as well as on dispersal and the host-pa-
thogen interaction.The model assumes that the progeny/parent ratio per day (Rc) is
constantover the whole year, in other words a lesion sporulating underunfavourable
conditionsproduces potentially the same numberof daughter lesions per day as a le¬
sion sporulating in favourable conditions. In reality the Rc value may drop to zero

during a drought period, and compensateto unknown valuesduring unusually favour¬
able weather conditions, such as constanthigh humidity or heavy rainfall. However,
because Rc was calculated from the increase rate of a logistic equation fitted to the

epidemicdata (apparent infection rate, r) using the average latent period and infec¬
tious periodlength (15), it alreadyincorporates the effect of the average particular en¬
vironmental conditions of that epidemic in itself.
An illustration of this compensatingeffect is given in Figure 4: The model, even

using the long-term average weather data, simulates accurately the extraordinary
epidemic of downy mildew on grape from 1988 in southern Switzerland. The
epidemic progressed with a daily r value of 0.28 between the 4th of June (severity of
0.002%of leaf surface attacked) and the 13th of July (severity 51 %). From this value
we calculated an Rc value of 4.65 with i = 1 andp = 5 days. After this period rain and
average humidityretumed to more normal conditions and Rc probably dropped to

much lowervalues.
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Important long-lasting changes in the course of the epidemic outside the time win¬
dow used to calculate Rc, will not be reflected by the model. The potential proge¬
ny/parentratio should therefore be measured experimentally and then modelledwith

biologieal parameters influenced by independent variables such as rain and leaf wet-

ness, instead of being calculated from the epidemic data. Unfortunately such measure¬
ments have been rarely made, mostly due to experimental difficulties. Van den Bosch
et al. (16) encountered the same difficulties in determining the "gross reproduetion"
which is essentially the same parameter as the Rc*i mentioned in this paper. For dis¬
eases having a longer infectious period than the latency period it was necessary to

determine this value indirectly by calculating it from r during the exponentialphase
using p and i.

The total number of daughter lesions that a mother lesion can produce in a unin-
fected field is the produet of the length of the infectious period and the number of

daughter lesions per day. The number of lesions per day is intimately related to the

sporulation intensity and in reality is not a constantvalue during the infectious time
for an individual lesion, but follows rather a gamma function (16). The shape of the

gamma functiondescribingthe relative Spore production of a lesion per time unit, and
the length of the infectious period depend on the current temperature (16), but the
total spore production is somewhat constant. As soon as the different generationsof
lesions overlap, a block function(15) is a sufficientapproximation of such a distribu¬
tion. However, the surface covered by the block functionhas to be equal to the inte¬

gral of the gamma function, which leads to shorter infectious periodsthan the maxima
that can be measured.

The third essentialparameter,the lengthof the latency period, is better understood.
The relation between the length of the latent period and temperature is known for

manypathogens and we were able to incorporate it from data collected independently
of the epidemics.

The fundamental conditionfor the Start of any epidemic is the presence of initial
inoculum. In our case, the words initial inoculum represent the numberof latent le¬
sions arising from infections oecurringon the first of January, expressed as the frac¬
tion of a minimum overwintering host surface (KO, (3)). The Septoria epidemic
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presentedwas a special case, as it was initiated by a Single artificial infection resulting
in a high disease severity early in the season (20% on April 11) followed by a dilution
effect due to host growth. The good correlation between the real epidemic and the
Simulationof this particular case is a confirmationof the suitability of our approach in
resolvingthe problem of initial inoculum.
A current trend in Computerapplications is the WYSIWYGconcept (What You See

Is What You Get). In the case of epidemic modelling, to account for this trend, we
have to represent the visible fraction of the diseased hosttissue by setting the ineuba¬
tion period to a non-zero value.

Conclusions

The evaluationof a model may be divided, aecording to Teng (12), into verification
and Validation. Verification,which consists in checking that the model performs in a

reasonable way, was described previously (3). Validation of a model must prove its
correetness and that of its underlying coneepts. Statistical criteria are often used for
this purpose. Anotherapproach permits a subjeetive Validation (12) by using the "Tur-
ing test" (13). It consists of submittinga set of datafrom the literature to a competent
person togetherwith the Output of the model, and to ask him/her to differentiatebe¬
tween them (11). This is regarded as a severely critical test (12). To observe the rales
strictly,the real data should be presentedin the same form as the model Output (in our

case as a connected line). In the five cases presentedthe Simulationcan hardly be dis-

tinguished from reality and the requirements for a subjeetive Validation can be con-

sidered to be fulfilled.
It can be argued that the Vanderplankian approach leads to modeis that are descrip-

tive rather than explanatory (6) but the tested model, because of its extensions, can

provide insights into the fundamentalsof epidemics and their interaction with the
weather so that its explanatoryvalue cannot be denied.

With increasing use of Computers in epidemiology, the numberof modeis and their

complexity will increase even further. One should therefore keep in mind that com-

plexity is not always a synonym for reality, nor does it necessarily increase our com-

prehension of the real world.
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Computersas educationaltools in epidemiology

Computers now feature conspicuously in biologieal education at all levels

(Murphy, 1986). The possibility to use Computers in teaching biology was recognized
very early. One of the first teaching programswas developed by Crosby in 1961 and
was used to train students in genetics.

In epidemiology, me introduction of Computers for teaching purposes came much
later, and most programs in use are simulations. A Computer Simulationis based on a

mathematical model, and students develop understanding of this model by changing
input parameters and observing the effects on output (Tawney, 1979). The advantages
of Simulationin teachingepidemiology are obvious: a whole season can be simulated
in a few minutes, parameters can be varied individually at will, and wrong decisions
do not lead to economic damage.

The first Simulation model used in teaching epidemiologywas developed in the
form of a game, APPLESCAB, where the player's role was a pest manager in an apple
orchard (Arnesonet al., 1979). This game was followed by others e.g. SPUDCROP,
LATEBLIGHT or GAMERUST (Teng and Rouse, 1984). These games simulatedis¬
ease progress given certain environmental conditionsand, although they are usually
based on relatively simple modeis, they capture enough of the stochastic nature of an

epidemic to be useful. However, the successof these games remainedlimited, because
their use required access to mini or mainframe Computers and their interactive capa-
bilities were very restricted. APPLESCABwas the first teaching game in epidemio¬
logy to be transferred to a microcomputer(Blaise et al, 1987,1988) and was followed

recently by other microcomputerbased educationalprograms: Resistan helps in the

understanding of selection of fungieide-resistant plant pathogens in response to appli-
cation of fungieides (Arneson, 1988) while CORN-IÜsimulates com growth and
northern leaf blight epidemics caused by Exserohilum turcicum (Bowen and Pedersen,
1989).
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APPLESCAB:A Teaching Aid on Microcomputers

INTRODUCTION

Ofthe many uses for Computers in plant pathology,epidemiologic modeis offer an
exciting challengefor teaching. With a realistic model, students can learn through trial
and error, exercisingtheir managementabilities without restriction in making deci-
sions; there is no risk of crop loss or environmental damageresulting from a bad de-
cision. An attractive program should be easy to use, self-explanatory, interactive,
accessibleat any time, and fun. Unfortunately, little has been done to extend this
possibility since the introduction of APPLESCAB (1). Most programs ran on main-
frames (or minicomputers) to which access is often limited and sometimesformidable
for pathology students. We present here a microcomputerversion of APPLESCAB,
enhancedwith graphics and self-explanatory at any level .

THE MODEL

The structure of the model has not been changed, and a more detailed description
can be found in Arneson et al (1).

The APPLESCABSimulatorhas four major submodels:
Weather generator. This part supplies weather data to the otherparts and offers two

possibilities: 1) "canned" weather,which is read from an external weather file and pro-
vides reproducibleweather patterns, and 2) simulated weather which is provided by
the weather Simulatordeveloped by Bruhn (2). 1-, 2- and 3-day forecasts are gener-
ated with an error factor.
Tree growth.This part provides the growth stages of the trees, total area of the leaves
and leaf area susceptible to apple scab.
Disease development.Disease developmentis simulated through a time-varying dis-
tributed delay with attrition, in an approach similar to the one usedby Kranz et al. (3).
Fungicide attenuation. This submodel handles the disappearance of fungicide
residues on fruit and leaf surfaces due to fungicide degradation, rainfall and tree

growth.

THE PROGRAM

Characteristics.The program, originally written in FORTRANIV was translated into
Pascal, which is currentlythe most populär structuredprogramminglanguage on
microcomputers. The Turbo-Pascal Compiler (Version3.0, BorlandInternational,4585
Scotts Valley Drive, Scotts Valley, CA 95066) was used. This is a very inexpensive
and rapid Compiler that generates fast, compact code and has become the de facto

The APPLESCABprogram for personal Computers is not copy-protected and will be distributed as Shareware.

Copies of the program may be requested through the authors. Updates and source may be requested from Ph.
Blaise,Institut für Phytomedizin,ETH-Zentmm/LFW,CH-8092,Zürich,Switzerland.
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Standard on most personal Computers. The graphic windowing was generated with the
Turbo GraphixToolbox (Borland International).The use of overlays allows APPLES¬
CAB to be ran with only 256K bytes of RAM (random accessmemory). The current

version rans on the IBM PC, XT (or compatible) with a graphics card (CGC); in ad-
dition, the high-resolution mode (640 X 400 pixels) of the Olivetti M24 PC (AT&T
6300) is supported.

Installation. The program comes ready to run. All default values such as prices and
costs, running mode, and names of fungicidesand apple varieties can be changed.
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Fig. 1. The parameter se¬

lection menu, with the
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Samplerun

Initialisation.The game allows the user to choose the starting conditions, including
weatherregime, levels of inoculum and of fungicide resistance, and apple eultivar
(Fig. 1). The user also selects the frequency of reports on the State of ascospore ma-
turation, i.e., never, weekly, daily, or on request; costs are calculated aecording to the
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choice and presentedin the final financial report.The daily fungicidecover report can

be set "off or "on".
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Run. On a day-by-day basis the player can, as in reality, manage the fungicidesche-
dule aecordingto personalknowledge and observations(weather forecast, eventualas¬
cospore report and fungicide cover). The actual State of the System (tree growth,
weather conditions, and disease level) is displayedfor each day of Simulation; disease

progression is graphicallydisplayed from the beginning of the season and updated
daily (Fig. 2). Ascospore and fungicidereports are displayed aecording to the initial
choice (Fig. 3), and infection periods, calculated aecording to the Mills table, are sig-
nalled to the user as they oecur. At any moment the usercan performone of four func¬
tions: advance a day, advancedirectly to the end of the season, spray, or (if the Option
"on request" has been selected) ask for an ascospore report. Help can be requested at

any time to get informationon fungieides, biology of the pathogen, etc. At the end of
the season, the user gets an overviewof the weather and scab epidemic (Fig. 4), a re¬

port of scab on fraits and the fungicidetreatments, and a financial Statement (Fig. 5),
with which success as a disease manager can be evaluated.
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Fig. 4. The first display
at the end of the season.
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mean daily temperature
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shows rainfall.
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Thanks to the incorporatedgraphics, the playercan see not only the actual condi¬
tions but also the development of scab up to that point. A decision has to be made
daily on whetherto advance a day or performan action. The response to the decision
is immediate. The Simulationcan be extended over many seasons, in which case the
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amount of primary inoculum each season is determined by the epidemic of the pre-
vious season. The final proportion of the fungalpopulation resistant to systemic fun-
gieides is carried over.

Autoresetmode. In automatic reset mode, the program returns to the beginning if no
key has beenpressed during a certain period. We have used this feature in exhibitions
where people just walk through and, out of curiosity, Start a run without finishing it.

Executiontime Depending on the processorused, a daily step requires 0.1 sec and 0.4
seconds to compute and a whole season without intervention (obtainedby advancing
directly to the end of the season) takes 12-48 seconds (Tab. 1). The time needed for
computation is short enough to allow several rans in a session. Most of the time is
needed for decisionmaking,which is unlimited.

DISCUSSION

Models have been and will continue to be widely used as training and instraction
aids, with an increasing numberbeing ran on personal Computers (4,6). The disad-
vantages of most epidemiologic Simulationmodeis requiring mainframes(7) are over-

come in the version of APPLESCAB presented here. Graphic display gives a good
overviewand allows one to follow the dynamic developmentof the disease influenced
by the interventions. This corresponds to the requestmade by Zadoks (9) that a dy¬
namic radier than a static approach be taken to decisionmaking.

Residue information,as presented in the game, does not represent the real world,
where little or no information is available to the grower. Similarly, ascospore maturity
information is available on a weekly basis, at best, in the real world, and assessments
of the disease level in the orchard require a considerable effort on the part of the
grower unless scouting or managementServices are used. The described version of
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APPLESCAB overcomesthese inconsistencies by allowing the userto decide whether
residueinformation is provided and to select the frequency of ascospore reports.Re¬
ality is best reflected by eliminatingall reports, but these reports can be very useful
for learning purposes.The obligatory day-by-day step eliminates the risk of overlook-
ing an important event. Moreover,the unlimitedreflection time peimits discussions of
events and decisions. The ease of use allows concentrationon the contentrather than
on the Operationof the program.

The use of the Pascalprogramming language,which is gaining in popularityamong
scientific programmers (5), facilitates insight into the program structure, and changes
are therefore easier to implement. Weather and help datahave been separatedfrom the
program so that they can be replaced as desired.

The original mainframe version of APPLESCAB, which is one of the most widely

Tab. 2. Computation time in secondsfor a daily step and a whole seasonwithoutIntervention on twopersonal Com¬

puters with differentmicroprocessors.

IBMPC OlivettiM24 (AT&T6300)

Processor 8088!L 8088+80872 80863 8086+8087

Daily step 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Whole season 48 24 24 12

INTEL 8088: 16-bit microprocessorwith 8-bit data bus, running at 4.77 Mhz

INTEL 8087: Mathematical coprocessor
INTEL 8086: 16-bit microprocessorwith 16-bit data bus, running at 8 Mhz

distributed Simulation programs in plant pathology,is implemented in more than 50
institutions. The wide distribution of personal Computers and the reduced format of a

disk should increase this numberexponentially. For the first time, a Simulationpro¬
gram is available in four languages - English, German, Frenchand Italian. This facili¬
tates its use even further. We can agree with Teng and Rouse's (8) optimistic outlook
that as microcomputersbecome morepowerful and less expensive, epidemic simula-
tions will gain more importance in plant pathology and that many of the large
epidemic Simulationmodeis will be implementedon microcomputers(5).
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Forecast and disease warning

Disease warning has been one of the first preoccupations of epidemiologists. Start-

ing from simple rales of thumb, disease warninghas evolved to sophisticated warning
Systems involving automatic weather recording stations coupledwith plant growth
Simulators, Simulationmodeis of epidemic developmentand modeis predicting yield
losses. Predictive Systems are especially useful for explosive diseases such as those
causedby peronosporaceous rungi like downy mildew of vine (Plasmoparaviticola)
and potato leaf blight (Phytophthora infestans) however, Computer based disease
warning Systems have been developed for numerous types of diseases e.g. Alternaria
solani (Maddenet al., 1978) or Cercosporaapii (Berger, 1969).
A plant disease forecasting System produces a forecast aecording to a given input

(usually weather data). Depending on the size of the System and on the input required,
the transfer of information has been implemented in different ways e.g. small elec¬
tronic devices in the field, postal Services, radio, or on-line connection with a main-
frame Computer. Until now, personal Computers have not been used for this purpose,
but their increasing presence on farms (Holt, 1985) may well leadto the development
of decentralized forecasting Systems adapted to the specific needs of the Single farmer
and with input/output as well as prediction oecuring on-site.

Predictive modeis may be divided into two categories (Krause and Massie, 1975):
disease prediction and infection prediction. Krause and Massie divide rurther both dis¬
ease and infection prediction Systems in empiricaland fundamental Systems. Mostof
the disease forecast modeis developedare empirical diseaseprediction modeis, this
means that they predict oecurrence of disease Symptoms, based on the comparisonof
historicaldisease and weather recordsfor a specific area. The model presented below
is, aecording to the above definition, a fundamental disease prediction model: based
on data obtained experimentally in the laboratory, it gives the probability of disease
oecurrence for a given set of weather data.
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On the search for an applicableforecasting model of
downymildewepidemicsin Switzerland

ABSTRACT

Evaluationof currently available forecast modeis for downy mildewepidemics on grape with
past weather data from Switzerlanddid not lead to Outputs reflecting the disease Situation. There¬
fore, we initiated the development of a newforecast model. In a first step, an epidemic modelbased
on literature data was built which simulates the development of secondary infections. Based on

hourly weather data, it Outputs the current state of the epidemic in form of a daily report of infec¬
tion and sporulation probability, and as the current severity curve. The modelis composedof four
parts handling respectively infection, sporulation, survival and liberation of spores. The model was
translated into the Pascal programminglanguage and runson personalComputers.For the fine Urn¬

ing of the parameters, detailed epidemiologicalfielddata were collected for the first time in a vin-
eyard in the southem part of Switzerlandin 1988 where the epidemic was extremely severe. The
collected data are presentedand comparedto the Output of the model.

INTRODUCTION

In the region of Zürich, specific control measures against downy mildew are un-

necessary in 60% of all years. A forecasting system that avoids treatments in these
years corresponds to the needs of IPM.

Besides accuracy, we wanted the System to meet the following requirements:biol¬
ogieal soundness of the driving parameters and variables, high flexibility since vin-
eyards vary greatly in Switzerland,and easy implementation of new results. The final
implementation should allow the decentralized use of the forecasting systemby non-

programmers.
In the light of these requirements, two prognosis modeis currently in use were

evaluated. The first model (Strizyk, 1983) does not take into aecount the biology of
the pathogenand failed under the conditions tested to rank correctly the disease se-

verities for the years 1960-1981 (Blaise and Gessler, 1988). The secondmodel (Hill,
1988),although based on biologically meaningful parameters,is limited to a summing
of temperaturedependent factorswhich can be read in a look-up table and thus cannot
fulfill the mentionedrequirements.

Therefore,we initiated the developmentof a new forecast model. To respond to the
requirements,a descriptive model was chosen and implementedon a microcomputer.

THE VINEMILDMODEL

Based on available literature data (Blaeser, 1979),a descriptive model divided into
sporulation, survival of zoosporangia (on sporangiophores and detached), infection
and host growth was developed. A symbolic representation of the model is given in
Fig.l.

In the following, the main components will be briefly described. The numbers in
parentheses are the default values of the model:
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the modelVinemild

Sporulation occurs only in the dark (> 4 hr) and requires a minimumtemperature
(13 °C) and a minimumrelative humidity (> 98%)

Survival time (in days) of spores shortens with the increase of the water Saturation
deficit (Sd) and differs between zoosporangia still attached on the sporangiophores
(Za) and those alreadyreleased (Zr):

Za = 9.27 -1.12 * Sd + 0.04 * Sd2
Zr = 5.67 - 0.47 * Sd + 0.02 * Sd2

Infectionsoccurs only in the presence of a water film and after a minimumnumber
of degree-hours (50 °C*Hrfor wet appliedzoosporangia,71 °C*Hrif dry applied).

Host growthis a simple functionfitted to field data collected in southem Switzer¬
land (Fig.2). It is not yet implemented.

The dissociation of the zoosporangia from the sporangiophores is due only to rain
(.> 5mm).
A fundamental property of the Vinemildmodel is that it does not workwith abso¬

lute quantities. The units used are arbitrary units which correspond to the probability
for an event to occur. This means for example that the model does not compute the
amount of new infections for a given day, but only the probability that infections will
occur.
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Fig. 2. Data from an untreated vineyardin Cugnasco, Ticino in 1988 (collectedby M. Stanga). Dates are in days after
the 30.5.1988 when the first lesion was observed. Left: growth of the leaf area in Square metres per vinestock;
middle: average number of downy mildewlesions per leaf; right: % leaf surface with visible downy mildewSymp¬
toms in Logit (= Ln(x/(l-x))) scale.

IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE VINEMILDMODEL

The model was translated into the Pascalprogramming language and rans onIBM-

compatible personal Computers. It is menu-drivenand can therefore be used by non-

programmers. The weather data can be input either with the built-in editor or read
from external files. Once weather data have been entered, the season is ran and the

program displays four items: the probability for sporulation, the potential for infec¬
tions and zoosporangia on zoosporangiophores, and the probability of infection. The
user receives a Status report for any day selected and has also the possibility to in¬
fluence the model through a feedbackfeature which allows correction of any dif¬
ferencebetween the model Output and real observations. An additional Option allows
the display of the current "epidemic level",e.g. the sum of the infections which poten-
tially occurred up to the current day.

PRELIMINARYRESULTS

For the Validation and fine-tuning of the model parameters,detailed epidemiologi-
cal field data were collected for the first time in a vineyard in the southem part of
Switzerland in 1988 (Fig. 2). Hourly weather data were registered through an auto-
matic Station and included temperature,rain and relative humidity (Fig. 3). The corre¬

sponding model Output is shown in Fig. 4. The collected epidemiological data were

lesion numberper leaf, numberof leaf infected and size of lesions. Development of
the leaf area per plant was also recorded.

Aecording to our observations, the model appeared to predict the first infections
too early. However, it is probable that the first infection from oospores has not been
detected. On the other hand, the explosion of the epidemic in the secondhalf of June
was correctly simulated some days before the emergence of the first Symptoms.
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Fig. 3. Daily weather data (from collected hourly data) in a vineyardin Cugnasco, Ticino in 1988. Top: average
relative air humidity; middle:rain in mm; bottom:averagedaily temperature.

DISCUSSION

The accuracy of forecasts depends mostly on two factors:
- The accuracy of the model in simulating the developmentof the epidemic
- The ability of the system to make the correct appreciation of the past and current

epidemiologicalcomponentsin orderto help in decision making.
The former criterion is an intrinsic property of the model and can be tested on past

data. The Outputof the model run with the weather datacollected shows a good agree¬
ment with the developmentof the extremely severe epidemic of 1988 and although
this remains to be confirmed, seems to be able to simulate accurately downy mildew
epidemics.

The second criterion depends mostly on experience so that adaptationto the par-
ticularconditions of the target vineyard will always be necessary.

Despite these encouraging results, the model still lacks some important features:
The presence of leaf wetness, which is not requiredas input is still determined ae¬

cording to a humidity level or the oecurrence of rain. An attempt to integrate the for¬
mulaproposedby Pedro and Gillespie (1982) did not sueeeed.

There is no "real" Simulationof the epidemic in the sense that the model does not
calculate a disease severity. The majorconsequenceof this is that the current epidemi¬
ological Situation cannot be fully appreciatedand so limits seriously the fulfillment of
the second criterion cited above. We are currently trying to remedy to this problem by
integrating a synthetic epidemic model as proposedby Vanderplank(1963) modified
through Integration of host growth and variable latent period (Blaise and Gessler,
1989).

Finally, oospore maturationis not taken into aecount. Currently, the model assumes

that oospores are always presentat the beginning of the season, and that their germi-
nationdependsuponthe sameconditionsas the zoosporangia.Since other workers are

looking closely at these phenomena, we hope to be able to implementtheir resultsand
so to improve the model in this domain.
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Fig. 4. Screen display from the Vinemild program at the end of the season. Weather data from Cugnasco, Ticino,
1988. Bottom: daily probability for productionof zoosporangia; lower middle: cumulativepotential number
of ripe living zoosporangiaready to be released; upper middle:cumulativepotential number of dispersed
living zoosporangia ready to infect; top: daily probability of the dispersed living zoosporangia to infect the
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